
 

SANCTIONED FACILITIES 

 

 

 

1. All Sanctioned Indoor facilities wishing to host indoor games, leagues or tournaments must register 

with New Jersey Youth Soccer. 

 

2. All indoor facilities must complete the Indoor Soccer Facility form, sign the Indemnification 

Agreement, and pay a fee of $750.00 to NJYS. 

 

3. All indoor soccer players playing at sanctioned indoor facilities or an approved indoor tournament 

must hold a current year travel, recreation, or indoor pass.  It will be the indoor facility’s or 

tournament’s obligation to insure that all players meet this requirement. 

 

4. Non-member players will be able to buy indoor passes from indoor facilities.  Indoor passes will be for 

the seasonal year and good at all sanctioned indoor facilities in New Jersey.  Players will not be 

covered unless recorded on the facility player list and returned to NJYS within (30) thirty days of 

purchase date.  

 

5. Indoor facilities must complete the indoor pass order form and send the appropriate fee to the NJYS 

office to receive a supply of indoor passes.  The facility or tournament will be required to collect the 

fee, record the player’s pass number, player’s names, address, date of birth and gender on a NJYS 

Indoor Facility Player List.  Indoor Player Lists must be completed for every team and or player 

participating at the facility. 

 

6. The facility or tournament is required to send a copy of each Player List to NJYS on a semi-monthly 

basis.  This is to insure that the players and NJYS are properly covered by the insurance program.  

Passes can be purchased by completing the order form found at www.njyouthsoccer.com . 

 

7. Sanctioned Indoor Facilities can host indoor leagues without further expense. 

 

8. The facility must have a disciplinary procedure.  Players dismissed from one match (red card) are 

expected to sit out a minimum of one game in addition to the remaining time in the match they were 

sent off.  Referee assaults must be reported directly to NJYS and the player must not be allowed to 

play until the NJYS Disciplinary Committee clears the player to participate.. 

 

9. The facility must use a USSF Certified Assignor for referee assigning and use current USSF officials/ 

referees. 

 

10. At the end of each tournament the facility will send all team lists that participated to NJYS office. 

 

 

11. NJYS may send a representative to each facility to verify compliance with these guidelines.  Failure to 

comply will result in the following fine schedule: 

 

 First Offense - $2,000.00 fine 

 Second Offense - $5,000.00 fine 

 Third Offense – “Sanctioned Facility” status will be revoked 

 

 

       12.         These rules may be adjusted or amended with advanced notice to all sanctioned facilities. 
 

 

(revised 10/2013) 

http://www.njyouthsoccer.com/

